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Privacy choices are 
increasingly mandated
European 
Union

The United 
States

California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA)
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Three commonly mandated types of 
choices are...
 Email opt-outs

Targeted advertising opt-outs

And account deletion 
mechanisms
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Past research has shown that 
privacy choices are not usable
Leon et al., CHI’12

Degeling et al., NDSS’19
Komanduri et al., ISJLP’11

Internet Society, 2017Libert, WWW’18

Habib et al., SOUPS’19
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We expand on existing work by 
testing privacy choices on websites 
with real users
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How many clicks does it take to get 
to Amazon’s email opt-out? (A lot.)

(1) Find 
account 
settings
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What’s the difference 
between emails and 

communications?

(2) Navigate to the correct page
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(4) Scroll past ~90 
checkboxes

Do I really have to 
uncheck ALL of 

these??

(3) Find correct section
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(5) Click opt-out box

(6) Make sure to click “Update”!
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We wanted to evaluate common 
practices for offering privacy choices 
that we observed in our prior work

Habib et al., SOUPS’19
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We conducted an in-lab usability 
study of common practices used to 
offer privacy choices

Opt-outs for email 
communications

Opt-outs for 
targeted ads

Choices for 
data deletion
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1
Pre-Task Interview

2
Study Tasks

3
Post-Task Interview
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1
Pre-Task Interview

2
Study Tasks

3
Post-Task Interview

● Data collection on websites
● Available controls for how 

companies can use data
● Controls specific to email 

marketing, targeted 
advertising, and data deletion
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● We gave users scenarios and asked them to complete 
tasks as they would in the real world
○ Some tasks required visiting the account settings or 

privacy policy
○ Policy mechanisms were links or described in text

● Each user was given two tasks with counterbalanced & 
stratified task assignments

1
Pre-Task Interview

2
Study Tasks

3
Post-Task Interview
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● Participants’ experience and 
understanding of the study task

● Familiarity with the study task & 
website

{After 
each task

1
Pre-Task Interview

2
Study Tasks

3
Post-Task Interview

{After both 
tasks

● Comparison of assigned tasks
● Additional desired privacy 

controls
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Who were our 
participants?
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About half of participants identified as 
women and about half as men
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The most common age range was 25-34 (n=7), 
but participants were a wide range of ages
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Our 24 participants were mostly highly 
educated, but only 25% reported 
technical expertise

High school or 
some college

Associate’s 
degree or 
higher
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What did we find?
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Results Outline
Planning
Translation
Physical action
Assessment

Finding privacy choices

Learning privacy choices

Using privacy choices

Understanding privacy 
choices

Andre et al. The user action framework: A reliable foundation for usability engineering support tools. International 
Journal of Human-Computer Studies, 54(1):107–136, 2001.
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Results Outline
Planning
Translation
Physical action
Assessment

Finding privacy choices
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Expectations & strategies 
dependent on choice type

Email opt-outs Unsubscribe links 
within emails

Advertising opt-outs No dominant mechanism

Deletion choices User account settings
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Multiple paths made choices 
easier to find
Assigned choice mechanism: policy text 
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Multiple paths made choices 
easier to find
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Results Outline
Planning
Translation
Physical action
Assessment

Learning privacy choices
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Formatting and text caused confusion

Ad partners use 
cookies and web 
beacons }
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Not an advertising 
opt-out link 

Formatting and text caused confusion
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Info about 
disabling cookies

Formatting and text caused confusion
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Results Outline
Planning
Translation
Physical action
Assessment

Using privacy choices
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Using choices required high 
numbers of user actions
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Choices required unnecessary effort
Submitting written requests or complicated forms
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Submitting written requests or complicated forms

“How can I delete a 
specific webpage that 
is contacting me?”

Choices required unnecessary effort
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Choosing from multiple links

Choices required unnecessary effort
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Results Outline
Planning
Translation
Physical action
Assessment Understanding privacy 

choices
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Skepticism about effectiveness
It’s like the door open/close on the 
elevator. It’s just there to make you 
feel like you have some power. But I 
really don’t think it does anything.

I think that I could like go through the 
motions of deleting the information, 
but I feel like it might still be there 
even if I tried to delete it.
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How do we 
improve website 
privacy choices?
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Provide unified settings

Website account 
settings

Meets current 
user expectations

Web browsers Could be machine 
readable
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Provide unified settings
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Supplement with additional paths

Additional routes to privacy policy
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Controls within the context of data collection

Supplement with additional paths
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Regulation should have
explicit usability requirements
● Where controls are located
● How controls should be presented
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Thank you!

For more information about our ongoing 
work on usable privacy choices, please 
visit: cups.cs.cmu.edu/optout.html

● We conducted a 24-participant in-lab usability evaluation of email 
opt-out controls, targeted advertising controls, and data 
deletion mechanisms

● The location and functionality of choices should be better aligned 
to user expectations

● Interface changes such as unified privacy settings and multiple 
paths to those privacy settings could help users

● Standardization of choices via regulation could improve usability

This research was conducted as part 
of the Usable Privacy Policy Project.


